A collection of peer-reviewed and edited presentations from the 1996 Chemical Process Control Conference (CPC), held in Tahoe City, California, Chemical Process Control-V offers and assessment of the growth and development of process control in the chemical industries over the last 20 years, as well as the most promising research areas to pursue in the years ahead. The book includes five papers assessing the current status of computer-aided process control in specific industry segments— including food processing, pulping and papermaking, and microelectronics—as well as new and emerging technologies and applications in adaptive and nonlinear control, impact of computer science, and predictive control.

A section looking back at past - and ahead to future - research directions, and featuring a paper entitled “CPC-I - CPC V: 20 Years of Process Control Research,” and 22 “contributed papers” on subjects ranging from process modeling to the industrial-scale use of neural networks, round out the volume.
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20 papers by prominent chemical engineering faculty covering a wide range of subjects, from the impact of computing in individual undergraduate chemical engineering courses, to more general topics such as accreditation, multi-media instruction, numerical software, laboratory automation, and the Internet and World Wide Web. The papers are written from the perspective of past computing developments, present activities, and future directions in chemical engineering education.

This book is now available from the CACHE office at a cost of $15.00.